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Towards a dynamic account of chronic pain
Letter to the Editor:
In their thoughtful perspectives article, Finnerup et al.4 challenge
the idea that there is a transition or shift from an acute nociceptive

pain to another chronic pain type that is driven by central
sensitization, spinal amplification, and altered descending pain
modulation. As an alternative idea, they argue that after resolution
of the original physiological cause, new types of pain can be

Figure 1. Development of chronic pain after injury (based on ref. 1). (A) A simplified presentation of the common cause model: symptoms (fear, pain, avoidance,
disability…) are assumed to be caused by a common cause (E1 and E2, eg, a physiological event such as injury or inflammation). If the common cause resolves,
the symptoms also disappear. (B) A simplified presentation of dynamics of the network model: symptoms influence each other and can be maintained even when
the nociceptive or neuropathic contributions are resolved. For example, a physiological event (E) that is external to the network activates a dormant network of
observable and connected symptoms such as pain and fear, which may spread to other symptoms, such as avoidance and disability. In a strongly connected
network, removal of the physiological event does not lead to recovery as the network is self-sustaining.
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triggered by surgery or presurgical or postsurgical events, and that
these pain types may develop in parallel with the original cause. The
authors recommend identifying separate mechanistic pain types
early as they may require different interventions.
We believe that the authors’ ideas are interesting and deserve
further thought. We also agree that we need a better understanding of the link between acute and chronic pain, and that
current constructs such as central sensitization have clear
limitations.8 On the other hand, we also believe that the pain
type idea put forward by Finnerup et al.,4 albeit more diversified,
may suffer from the same conceptual limitations as central
sensitization: both share the common assumption that the
behavioral manifestations of pain (the symptoms) are caused by
a physiological event either at the central or at the peripheral
nervous system (such as injury or inflammation). The consequence of this line of thought is a focus on the identification of
the common cause, and when treated appropriately, the
observable symptoms should disappear (Fig. 1A).
To the exasperation of many, a common cause for (chronic) pain
cannot always be identified, which seriously compromises the
search for a successful treatment. A different approach is needed.
We propose to extend some of Finnerup et al.’s ideas4 towards
a more dynamic network approach of chronic pain. Specifically,
what Finnerup et al.4 seem to be ignoring is that pain is not only
a response to damaged tissue but also part of a larger plexus. Pain is
an emotional experience6 and considered part of a motivational
system that alarms, directs, and energizes behavior to minimize
bodily harm.3,10,11 Learning to predict, avoid, and control harmful
events is crucial in this endeavor. Typically, escape and avoidance
behavior are forms of protective control that promote healing in the
short term and may become dysfunctional in the long term.9
Consequently, rather than assuming that the symptoms are the
effect of a latent (underlying) cause, complex pain disorders may
better be conceptualized as systems of causally connected
symptoms.2,5 In the acute phase, physiological events can activate
symptoms, which are usually observable and expressed through
verbal–cognitive, psychophysiological, and behavioral–motoric
responses. These symptoms however are not independent from
each other, they also can interact, and even cause each other.1 For
example, pain may be mutually maintained by fear, and both can
easily spread to avoidance and disability, which in turn increases
pain sensitivity (Fig. 1B).
Such a network model has the advantage that it unifies both
the idea that pain is triggered by physiological events, such as
neural or nonneural damage, inflammation, as well as the idea
that symptoms may interact and reinforce each other. The
factors that trigger acute pain may not be the same as those
that maintain pain, and in that sense, acute pain can
dynamically transition into chronic pain. In addition, individual
differences can be understood from network characteristics.
Resilient networks quickly return to the original state, and
vulnerable networks transit towards a state of dysfunction
even after the disappearance of the perturbating event. 1 A
particular advantage of the network approach is that it offers
ways to intervene on clearly defined symptoms, and the
specific intervention strategy can be informed by the
characteristics of the network structure. For example, one
may target the symptom that is most central in the network.2
The network approach aligns well with learning theory and is
currently the focus of research in the field of psychopathology.7 We believe that its application in pain science is
promising and hope that the ideas expressed in this letter
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will inspire pain research that contributes to a better understanding of complex chronic pain disorders.
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